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WHO WE ARE
The Ottawa Rotary Home,
36 years of support
VISION
The Ottawa Rotary Home envisions a community that embraces the value of respite and residential services for
individuals and families as part of a complete support network that promotes optimum health and well-being.

MISSION
The Ottawa Rotary Home exists to improve the quality of life of caregivers and individuals with disabilities through a family
and person-centered approach that is responsive to individual needs and offered in a dynamic and flexible way.

VALUES
Our values are all of equal importance and represent a belief system that strives for respect in each of the following areas:
Family – The family unit is supported in knowing they are never alone in meeting the extra demands of caring for a child
or adult with a disability.
Empowerment – We encourage and foster the belief that each individual has the potential to grow and develop into his/her own
unique person.
Community Awareness – We strive to increase community awareness and understanding of the value of respite services and
specialized residential care to each individual that we encounter.
Individuality – The unique needs of the family and individuals are the focus of planning and delivery of all supports and services.
Quality – The quality of life, service, and living with respect and dignity.
“Access-Ability” – We ensure that our environments are accessible to all individuals, given their abilities.
Trust – Trust we develop with our families and individuals is integral to our organization. Our services are provided in a manner that is
tailored to their strengths, needs, and experiences.
Passion & Compassion - Commitment to our work comes from within (energy, joy, playfulness) and flows out to benefit others.
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OUR MESSAGE

OUR FOUNDATION

EXECUTIVE MESSAGE

NOTE FROM THE FOUNDATION CHAIR

This is my last report as chair. As my term ends, I would like
to highlight three things of which I am particularly proud.
The first is the growth in our Adult Respite program. Despite
significant and persistent challenges in securing operational
funding right from the time we first opened the Leitrim facility,
the adult program has grown from 266 nights in 2009, to 1,911
nights in 2017. That is an increase of over 700%! We are now
fully occupied for the first time since 2009 and the board is
about to grapple with the challenges of a potential expansion.
Nice problem to have for a change.
The second thing I would like to mention is the exceptional
creativity demonstrated by management in identifying
alternative service opportunities whose operational funding
could be leveraged to expand core services such as adult
respite. While we have had to make some trade-offs in the face
of the funding realities we have faced, we have expanded our
ability to deliver on our core mandates to the families we serve.
Finally, I would like to mention how proud I am of the
board’s increasing professionalism in managing the Home’s
internal resources to support management’s efforts to expand
fee-for-service opportunities. The additional cash resources
generated by these services, now approaching $100,000 per
year, has contributed greatly to the Home’s ability to remain a
competitive employer and to remain in control of a significant
portion of its financial destiny. That is no small achievement in
an age of funding constraints. The improvements we have
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made to our accounting system to enable us to better track the
revenue and costs associated with the various fee-for-service
activities will support the Home’s funding programs as it
moves through its next expansion phase.
It has been an honour to serve and I am pleased to leave the
Ottawa Rotary Home in the very capable hands of Mary Wattie,
whose quiet wisdom and generous sense of humour will
nurture the board through the next phase of the Home’s growth.
Onward! En avant!
Brian Barr,
Board President

It continues to be a privilege to work with the energetic,
creative and committed members of the Ottawa Rotary
Home Foundation Board.
It has been a pleasure to work with our new Director, Cindy
Wheeler as the Board moves forward with planning and
fundraising. Cindy has brought new ideas and energy to the
Board and has worked hard to configure her skills to help
us meet our objectives. Cindy has developed a new event
for us and in September we will have an “Amazing Race” to
raise funds for the Home. This event will be in addition to our
traditional summer golf event and the fall whisky and wine
event.
The Foundation will be working with the Board from the
Ottawa Rotary Home to explore the capital needs of the Home
with a view to ensuring that the Home continues to be able
to provide the highest level of service to our clients. The
New Rotary Home opened 11 years ago and it seems that
additional investment will help Gina and her team to provide
innovative and responsive services to our many clients and
their families.

Foundation continues to be one of the most rewarding
commitments one can make. We welcome you to join us
as we help the Rotary Home.
John Lark
Chair of the Board

John Lark,
Managing Principal,
Coherent Advice Inc.

Supporting the Rotary Home continues to be both rewarding
and challenging. Our fundraising and grant revenues have
fallen from previous years and we see that as a challenge we
will overcome. We continue to need your help to ensure that
the Adult Respite program continues and that our Rotary
Home has all the space and equipment that it needs.
Our Board Executive, Merv Letts as Vice Chair, our Treasurer
Bruce Brooks and our Secretary Peggy Gilmour continue to
provide exceptional support, valuable guidance and almost
boundless energy. Working with the Ottawa Rotary Home

Helping Keep Families Together for Over 30 Years
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FOUNDATION ANNUAL EVENTS
JOIN US FOR LUNCH!

Charity BBQ
Friday June 30
11am – 2pm
Giant Tiger, Blossom Park
Minimum $2 Donation
Fantastic Giveaways from Giant Tiger

OTTAWA ROTARY HOME
FOUNDATION DIRECTORS &
OFFICERS 2016-2017

WHISKY
&
In support of THE

Rotary Home

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27th
6:30 - 9:30 at KPMG
150 Elgin Street, 18th Floor
Ottawa Rotary Home Foundation
823 Rotary Way, Ottawa, ON K1T 3W6
Charitable Registration # 89418 7962 RR0001

Thank you for your support.

Between the crosses, row on row,

This holiday season, please give a family a
well deserved break! Give the gift of respite care.

The larks, still bravely singing, fly

IN FLANDERS FIELDS
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
That mark our place; and in the sky

$100

$150

$200

$275

$350

Visa

Card number:

Expiry:

Name on card:

Signature:

MasterCard

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
Amex

Email address:

Leave a legacy. Please remember the Ottawa Rotary Home Foundation in your will.

To donate online, visit www.rotaryhome.on.ca/holiday-donations

Rotary Home
Angel Campaign

Dave Gough
Car Sales and Leasing

Merv Letts
Orthopaedic Suregeon,
International Orthopaedic Consultants Inc.
Stuart Picozzi
Stuart D. Picozzi Consultants Ltd.

In Flanders Fields.

The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders Fields.
By Lieutenant-Colonel John McCrae

* Please include your email address so that we can send your charitable receipt by email.
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CEREMONY

Loved, and were loved, and now we lie

Other: ________

OR
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REMEMBRANCE DAY

We are the Dead. Short days ago

Enclosed is a cheque made payable to Ottawa Rotary Home Foundation
I prefer to give with my credit card, please charge my:

Information update
Phone number:

Peggy Gilmour
Secretary, Retired PWGSC

We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,

YES, I want to help families like Joseph’s get the respite breaks they need.
$75

Tickets available at rotaryhome.on.ca
or call 613.822.5391 for more information.

Scarce heard amid the guns below.

Please fill out the information below and return to the Ottawa Rotary Home Foundation.

$50

$79 General Admission
$99 VIP Tickets (Includes 1 Master Class)

Julie Cugalj
Economist, Treasury Board of Canada

John Lark,
Chair, Managing Principal,
Coherent Advice Inc.

Rotary Home
Angel Campaign

Here is my gift of

Bruce Brooks
Treasurer, Accountant Retired
Kateri Clark,
Health & Beauty style coach

ALL PROCEEDS GOING
TO THE OTTAWA ROTARY
HOME FOUNDATION

rotaryhome.on.ca / 613-822-5391

Brian Bost
Partner, Advisory Services KPMG LLP

Thank you to all our guests who have chosen
to spend time with us.

November 10, 2017
The Ottawa Rotary House

Greg Samuel,
Parent

THE OTTAWA ROTARY HOME FOUNDATION
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS AND CHANGES
IN NET ASSETS YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2018
SUMMARIZED STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

TOTAL

REVENUES
Donations

$99,428

Events

$83,202

Nevada

$17,395

Investment Income

$689

Donation In–Kind

$6764

		

$207,478

EXPENSES
Administrative

$18,915

Events

$23,332

Fundraising Activities

$52,618

Insurance

$2,293

Interest and Bank Charges

$4,283

Marketing & Transportation

$8,768

Nevada

$7,159

Office

$11,904

Professional Fees

$8,011

		

$137,282

OPERATING INCOME AVAILABLE
FOR DISTRIBUTION

$70,196

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ORH

($29,657)

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES

$40,539

NET ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR

$177,720

NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

$218,259
Helping Keep Families Together for Over 30 Years
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2017-2022 STRATEGIC PLAN
UPDATE - YEAR 1
The Ottawa Rotary Home is a leader in providing specialized respite and residential services in the East region.
Year 1 has been productive as we launched several key projects that will support reaching the outcomes and
outputs of our 5 year strategic plan. Activities associated with each pillar are listed as our Year 1 accomplishments.

GREATER IMPACT

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

We will work with individuals, families, and
stakeholders to enhance the scope and
quality of our services.

We will involve our local and regional
community in our efforts to enhance the
quality of life of children, youth, and adults
with complex special needs.

We will demonstrate a secure pathway
that allows us to grow in response to
identified community needs.

• 100% of our residential and community
participation support participants have 		
identified personal goals and the outcomes
are being tracked in our client management
system (Sharevision).
• Increased number in funded adult overnight
respite visits.
• We have engaged with a young woman and
her family in our community who require 		
more consistent nursing staff so that the
family can get the rest they need.
• We have engaged with one child (medically
complex) and family through the 			
Coordinated Services Planning initiative 		
under MCYS Special Needs Strategy.

• Signed an MOU with CHEO/OCTC.
• We signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with CHEO/OCTC to provide
a staff for the Coordinated Services 		
Planning initiative (MCYS) and actively
participate at the Steering and Community
of Practice level.
• We submitted 2 separate proposals to the
Employment and Modernization fund which
were both collaborative proposals with
various community agencies (DS and
Health) and local families.
• Commitment to a 2 year collaborative
“Personal Outcomes” project through Helen
Sanderson Associates Canada.

• We expanded our residential program at our
Leitrim campus to welcome 2 new
individuals from community who were in 		
urgent need.

• We designed and implemented a successful
9 month “Family Connector” pilot project
that conducted outreach and intake from a
“parent to parent” perspective.

• In collaboration with two other agencies,
the framework for our “Dashboard”
evaluation system has been designed.

• In terms of our Community Nursing
programs; we joined the Ottawa Hospital
Accessibility committee to better advocate
for our clients; we designed a DNR interactive
webinar for our DS partners; and 4 new 		
agencies joined our CSTS Program.

• Engaged with the Ottawa Community
Supports Coalition (health funded
organizations).
• Engaged with a Toronto based organization
to conduct a culture study and workshops
for staff at ORH. This will be a 5 year project
that solidifies and strengthens ORH staff
culture, attracts new staff to our organization
and retains them long-term.
• Formal member of the Ottawa Hospital
Accessibility Committee, working towards
the 5 year plan.
• Engaged with the Regional Palliative
Consultation Team
• Fully launched our Sharevision (client
management system allowing improved
personal outcome tracking and reporting)
and Office 365 for the organization. We are
moving away from use of a server (high cost
for equipment and ongoing maintenance) to
cloud based systems. We have transferred
2 major components this fiscal year.

• We engaged with a local designer, local
builder and various local businesses for our
upcoming Charity make-over. Our Foundation
also established relationships with various
local businesses to assist with monetary and
in-kind donations over the course of the year.
10
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One of our most stable and consistent of our programs, the regular overnight respite program continues to provide regular
planned respite periods to families in our community. We also continue to play an active role in community services planning
and responding to emergencies. Over the past year there have been several changes in children’s services in Ottawa which
has likely contributed to the increase in referrals to our programs.

PROGRAM REVIEWS

Multiple Complex Needs Program
2017-18 was a busy year at the Ottawa Rotary with expansion of the residential program at our Leitrim campus, continued
demand for our adult respite programs and this year also saw an increase in the number of referral queries that we
received in several programs and while this did not always translate into an overall increase in number of intakes (due to
eligibility criteria) it is indicative of the growing need for out-of-home respite services in the community.

The demand for supports under our complex medical needs program continues to increase, and in some cases, surpass
the capacity of the program. The number of individuals requiring one on one support while in respite is increasing while the
capacity of the Ottawa Rotary Home and the broader community to respond to the need is limited. We are working actively
within the Special Needs Strategy on coordinated service planning in an attempt to help families with complex support needs
access the resources they require.

CHILDREN’S RESPITE

10%
Ages 6-16: 44%
Ages 17-21: 46%
Ages 0-5:

Active
Clients
(Accessed
service in 17/18)

138

12

Regular Respite

107
Complex Needs

31
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Overall
Occupancy

91%

Nights of
Service

3218

Regular Respite

2625
Complex Needs

593

Helping Keep Families Together for Over 30 Years
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ADULT
RESPITE

Registered
Clients

Active
Clients

Overall
Occupancy

Nights of
Service

66

(Accessed
service in 16/17)

130%

1837

58
Adult respite remains consistently busy and in demand. As planning continues for our next fiscal year we have been working
diligently on a plan to balance the different types of requests we receive on a regular basis (funded, fee for service and
emergency). For the first time ever, our planning for the coming year has had to incorporate discussions around limiting the
amount of fee-for-service or emergency respite available in order to ensure equitable access for our funded respite clients,
who make up the majority of our client list. We have also had to begin discussion around the maximum capacity of our adult
respite program and at what point we would need to consider establishing a waitlist, which would be the first in the history of
the Ottawa Rotary Home.

ADULT DAY
PROGRAM

Individuals
Supported

Fee-For-Service
Program

Ministry
Funded

19

12

7

RESIDENTIAL
PROGRAM

Individuals
Supported

11

We have seen both sides of the spectrum in our residential programs this year. While our Rochester Campus continues
to be one of our most stable and consistent programs, the addition of two residential beds at Leitrim, has meant a
significant amount of change for everyone involved in adult programming at this campus. Given that the program is
operating in the same physical space as our adult respite programming we have focused on developing the partnerships
between to two teams to ensure our residents and clients are cared for seamlessly.

Discussions around space and capacity are a consistent theme in our Adult Day program as well. We continue to receive
requests for intake from the community but now find ourselves in a position of having limited spots available and limited
space to expand the program in our current operational space. In fact, as we develop our plans for the 2018-19 fiscal
year, which includes maximizing the use of our respite beds, space will remain one of our most significant obstacles.
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT
PROGRAMS
COMMUNITY SUPPORT PROGRAMS
We offer supports to developmental services agencies in the Ottawa area
through 2 programs. Our Community Nurse Consultant (CNC) supports 12
transfer payment agencies with a primary focus on creating connections and
bridging the gap between the medical system and developmental service
staff. The primary goal of this program is better health outcomes for the
individuals supported in these agencies. The CNC works closely with staff
as individuals are being discharged from hospital into the community and
provides advocacy for services when needed. In response to increasing
medical needs, the CNC provides guidance and education to staff which
enables agencies to care for individuals are their needs grow in complexity.
In the 2017-18 fiscal year we provided theoretical and practical training on 10
controlled acts and advanced care skills. A total of 91 training sessions were
offered and 396 certificates awarded.
Our Clinical Resource Nurse (CRN), provides direct supports to staff and
individuals who live in various group homes in the Ottawa area when
education and support from the CNC is not enough to meet the needs of the
individual being supported. The CRN provides more individualized education
sessions for staff as well as hands on care when nursing interventions are
required. The CRN is a position that is currently shared among 7 agencies.

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE: COMMUNITY SUPPORT
TRAINING SOLUTIONS
Community Support Training Solutions (CSTS) is a venture that aims to
standardize training for controlled acts and increase the quality of care
for individuals in the developmental services sector. CSTS provides online
self-paced training for controlled acts and advanced care skills as well as a
framework for participating agencies to monitor staff for competency in the
taught skills. In the 2017-18 fiscal year CSTS trained 669 distinct support
workers through our self-paced platform and awarded 1,537 certificates
for successful completion.
16
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2017/2018
PROGRAM SUPPORT
Hours of
In-Person
Instruction

437

Staff Trained
in Ontario

865
Unregulated Care Providers
trained on controlled
acts and advanced
care skills

Community
Clients

51

Individuals in Ottawa who
have received direct
nursing supports

Number of
courses taken
since launch:

8191

This year:

1933

Helping Keep Families Together for Over 30 Years
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SUMMARIZED STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

AUDIT REPORTS

($000’S) MARCH 31, 2016

The summarized financial statements are derived from
the Ottawa Rotary Home’s complete audited financial
statements. The complete audited financial statements
were prepared in accordance with Canadian accounting
standards for not-for-profit organizations and members
can obtain a copy of the completed audited statements
by contacting the Ottawa Rotary Home.

2017

REVENUES
Program grants – Government of Ontario

SUMMARIZED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

2018

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE OHRF ($000’S)

2018

2017

REVENUES
Adult Respite – Overnight
(Included In Fee-For-Service)

–

Other Donations
1
			
		
1

21
4
25

Receivables and prepaid expenses

121

136

Other service revenue

144

127

Due from the Ottawa Rotary Home Foundation

16

7

Training

36

25

		

908

823

Interest and other

13

12

LAND LEASE

12

12

3,923

3,884

CAPITAL ASSETS

6,553

6,681

		

7,473

7,516

		
EXPENSES

CURRENT LIABILITIES

3,147

3,258

Administrative

96

73

Deferred contribution for adult respite
(received from ORHF)

164

192

491

486

Payables and lease obligation

249

224

3,743

3,817

		

413

416

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES
BEFORE AMORTIZATION

189

67

DEFERRED CONTRIBUTION RELATED
TO TANGIBLE CAPITAL ASSETS

4,942

5,136

AMORTIZATION OF DEFERRED CONTRIBUTIONS

198

193

		

5,355

5,552

AMORTIZATION

(233)

(228)

NET ASSETS

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES

154

32

1,611

1,545

507

419

		

2,118

1,964

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS

7,473

7,516

Contributions for adult respite-overnight

25

65

		

224

680

545

Other operating

249

771

450

179

		

Cash and Investments

CURRENT ASSETS

Fee-for-Service

224

(20)

2017

3,175

Balance, beginning of the year

			
Amounts used in operations
(–)

2018

3,280

Salaries, benefits, and subcontractors
DEFERRED CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ADULT RESPITE

SUMMARIZED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL
POSITION ($000’S) MARCH 31, 2016

Invested in capital assets
Unrestricted
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KEEPING FAMILIES STRONG,
HELPING KEEP THEM TOGETHER.
THANK YOU TO THE OTTAWA ROTARY
HOME’S BOARD OF DIRECTOR FOR 2017 – 2018.
BRIAN BARR, PRESIDENT

ANDRÉ BOURDON, CHAIR OF AUDIT

MARY WATTIE, VICE CHAIR

& FINANCE COMMITTEE

PEGGY GILMOUR, TREASURER

PETER FISHER

SALLY BURKS, SECRETARY & CHAIR

MARY CAIRD

OF GOVERNANCE COMMITEE

ZUL DEVJI, NEWEST MEMBER

BETH CAMPBELL, BOARD LIAISON

Our heartfelt thank you to departing members Mary Caird, Beth Campbell and Brian Barr. Mary has contributed
two years of time to our meetings with special focus on our events. Beth has consistently demonstrated a strong
supportive approach with the ED in her role as board liaison. Brian Barr, will be leaving the board after 9 years of
unwavering commitment to the values and mission of our organization. Under his leadership as Governance chair
and as president, he continued to drive the organization forward. His balanced approached to risk management
and entrepreneurship have allowed this organization to thrive despite the challenges of ministry transformation
and financial constraints. Thank you Mary, Beth and Brian, on behalf of all the families and staff.

